TRUSTED WORLDWIDE SINCE 1908

CORPORATE PROFILE
MISSION STATEMENT:

TO PASSIONATELY SERVE THE WORLD’S FIRST

RESPONDER AND TACTICAL COMMUNITIES BY PROVIDING HIGH QUALITY, SAFE,
AND INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS WITH UNMATCHED COMMITMENT AND SERVICE.

WHO WE ARE
Since 1908, W.S. Darley & Co. has been dedicated to serving the world’s Fire
and Emergency Services and Defense organizations. Darley remains a family
owned and operated business. Corporate headquarters are located at 325
Spring Lake Drive in Itasca, Illinois. Manufacturing and engineering operations
are in Chippewa Falls, Wisconsin, and Janesville, Iowa.
Our entire company is committed to customer satisfaction. We are dedicated
to excellence and offer a diverse line of quality products and services through
progressive design, manufacturing and worldwide distribution. Darley’s involvement in the fire industry spans over a century and four generations of Darley
family members.
We not only have a rock solid reputation for building quality products, but
also for building strong relationships within the Fire Fighting and Military
communities around the world. Darley draws strength from being a financially
stable company with a unique industry position. Darley builds fire trucks,
manufactures fire pumps and sells fire fighting, emergency and special
operational equipment through our trained team of sales professionals.
Product information can be accessed either online or through our highly
regarded Darley catalogs. Nowhere else will you find a company as dedicated
to the fire and defense industry. All this experience comes from a company
that truly cares – W.S. Darley & Co. is customer driven.

FIRE EQUIPMENT

VISION STATEMENT

Generations of firefighters have relied on the Darley catalog as the ultimate
source in product selection. Whether you’re in the market for high tech turnout
gear, the brightest LED lights, uncompromising high angle rescue hardware
or a simple Halligan bar, Darley carries it. Every edition includes an extensive
list of new, must-have items for the fire, rescue and EMS professionals. Many
customers also love the convenience of researching and ordering online at
www.edarley.com.

TO BE A GLOBAL, FAMILY-OWNED AND
PROFESSIONALLY MANAGED COMPANY
WITH A LONG TERM PERSPECTIVE FOR
OUR STAKEHOLDERS AS THE FIRST CHOICE
OF FIRE, EMERGENCY AND TACTICAL
PROFESSIONALS WORLDWIDE.
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DEFENSE EQUIPMENT
Darley has enjoyed a long, proud tradition of supplying mission critical
equipment to our troops. In 2007, we were awarded the first of two major
DLA contracts under the Tailored Logistics Support Program (TLSP) for both
Fire and Emergency Services Equipment (F&ESE) and Special Operational
Equipment (SOE). The DoD recognized Darley’s corporate experience, past
performance and ability to be a reliable vendor. Equipment can be ordered
through TLS, GSA, DoD FEDMALL, or open market.
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Darley’s Defense Division gives maximum attention to this growing market. Our
outside defense sales team is comprised exclusively of veterans who proudly
served our country. They are currently working with major military bases throughout the country. Visit www.darleydefense.com for view our Capabilities.

PUMPS
Whatever your fire fighting needs, Darley has the right pump to do the job.
We offer portables, floating, high-lift booster, CAFS, PTO, engine driven, front
mount, and midship pumps with flows from 60 to 3500 GPM and pressures up to
1200 PSI. In addition, all Darley midship pumps are UL ratable and meet NFPA
requirements. From the smallest skid-mount to the chassis mounted midships,
every Darley pump is designed for fast, efficient and safe operation.

AUTOCAFS®
Compressed Air Foam Systems (CAFS), provide superior firefighting capabilities
offering quicker knockdown and improved personnel and structural protection.
Darley’s AutoCAFS® are the choice of informed firefighting professionals across
the country. Engineered for simplicity and performance, these systems are
known for their reliability and high quality.

ODIN® FOAM DIVISION
Based in Janesville, Iowa, ODIN® Foam Division is the world’s leader in
Compressed Air Foam Systems (CAFS) research and development and produces
the safest and most reliable CAFS of any manufacturer today. With nearly
20 years of production experience, ODIN® is one of the oldest and most
experienced manufacturers of CAFS and holds three separate patents for
its innovative designs. ODIN® has fought fires under contract with various
organizations. Products range from a 70 GPM / 50 CFM CAFS unit, all the way
up to a cannon-size CAFS module that delivers 1000 GPM / 400 CFM. We
also design and build engine, hydraulic, and split-shaft PTO driven systems.
Customers can find detailed product information on www.odinfoam.com.

OHLER PUMP DIVISION
The Ohler Pump Division is also located in Janesville, Iowa, and was established
in 1947 by Ralph G. Ohler. Marketed under the brand Ohler Pumps, this
innovative company manufactures dependable, rugged and powerful
centrifugal pumps, ranging from 1" to 6". Ohler has produced thousands
of pumps for the U.S. Military and U.S. Coast Guard, as well as many other
industries. They have recently manufactured over 1,500 refueling and potable
water transfer pumps to the United States Marine Corps (USMC). Visit Ohler
online at www.ohlerpumps.com.
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APPARATUS
Darley offers a full range of apparatus, including mini-pumpers, tankers,
commercial and custom pumpers. We are known for building specialized
apparatus that often includes compressed air foam systems and co-polymer
bodies. These features are evident in Darley’s premier program series
apparatus, which is called “The Firetruck”. You can expect an unmatched level
of quality and service from our entire line of vehicles.

FIREBOY®- XINTEX®
In June of 2017, Darley purchased Fireboy, Xintex and Aetna Engineering,
headquartered in Grand Rapids, MI. The company also has manufacturing
operations in Poole, England. The new company is Fireboy-Xintex, LLC. Founded
in 1973, Fireboy is the market leader in marine pre-engineered and custom
engineered fire safety and suppression equipment. Xintex is a leader in gas and
fire detection equipment. Aetna engineering specializes in digital instruments
like tachometers. The electronics engineering and manufacturing capabilities will
enhance Darley’s position in the fire service.
With over one million systems in service and roughly 75% of the recreational
marine market, Fireboy suppression systems are well known in the marine markets.
Fireboy-Xintex also serves defense, commercial, industrial, truck, bus, rail and
other markets. Please visit www.fireboy-xintex.com for more information.

POLYBILT®
In 2001, Darley partnered with ProPoly Inc. to start a new Company,
Polybilt LLC. PolyBilt® has been manufacturing the latest state-of-the art truck
products and bodies for the fire truck market. Polyprene™ provides for years of
trouble-free service life and will not rust or corrode. Also, unlike other materials
such as aluminum and steel, our material will not ding, dent or crack. More
information on the benefits of our products is available on www.polybilt.com.

WATER PURIFICATION SYSTEMS
In 2007, Darley received a Homeland Security Market Development Grant from
the State of Illinois to develop a line of water purification systems. Darley has
developed a complete line of quickly-deployable water purification systems
that can be used by first responders and military professionals to aid in
establishing and maintaining a potable water supply in the event of an
emergency situation. The systems are available as portable self-contained
units, standalone solar-powered units and fire apparatus integrated systems.
The municipal purification systems are designed to work with the pump
on a fire apparatus, or in conjunction with an in-place water department.
Detailed information can be found on www.darley.com.
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CUSTOM PUMP SOLUTIONS
Darley offers a full line of packaged fire pump systems to accommodate a wide
array of fire suppression demands. The product line includes skid-mounted
self-testing hydrant booster systems, NFPA 13R skid systems, engine and
electric combined skids and general boosting skids. Darley’s NFPA 13D
offering can meet any budget constraints and provides the most advanced
technology with a patented Self-Testing System (STS). Darley has sold hundreds
of Tank and Pump Systems (TPS). Learn more online at www.darley.com.

SERVICE AND SUPPORT
Darley manufacturing facilities are state-of-the-art. We have the engineering
skills and equipment to design, manufacture and assemble a wide variety of fire
and emergency products.
Our engineering staff includes certified and professional engineers. We keep
up-to-date by using the lastest and most advanced computer-aided software to
design everything from simple to sophisticated products. We employ the latest
CNC machinery and technology to produce high quality components. Darley’s
work force, from machinists to engineers, undergoes continual training to maintain
our reputation for innovation and excellence.
Our dealer and service network consists of over 200 U.S. distributors, with a
presence in all 50 states. Darley has more than 50 International dealers in 40+
countries. Our products are actively used in more than 95 countries around
the globe. Parts and service are available directly from our manufacturing
plants, easily accessible through toll-free numbers or e-mail. Our goal is to ship
replacement parts within 24 hours of receipt of an order.

EXTENSIVE EXPERIENCE
W.S. Darley & Co. has been supplying apparatus, pumps and firefighting
equipment to the United States Federal Government as well as other
governments and agencies around the world for over 60 years. During World
War II, we received the Army/Navy E Award for excellence three times,
producing thousands of centrifugal fire pumps for military bases around the
world. Some of these pumps are still in service from WWII. Each year we
are awarded hundreds of federal government contracts through numerous
contracting vehicles.

CONTACT DARLEY
Over a century later, you can still talk to a Darley.
W.S. DARLEY & COMPANY
Corporate Headquarters
325 Spring Lake Drive, Itasca, IL 60143 USA
Toll-Free: 1-800-323-0244
Phone: 630-735-3500
E-Mail: sales@darley.com
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